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Abstract
Cells, scaffolds, growth factors and vascularity are four pillars in
regenerative medicine. In the field of peripheral nerve regeneration,
studies have been performed based on these four pillars. We have
created an artificial nerve conduit model in rats, which can be applied
to clinical settings in near future. Our artificial conduit is made of a
polyglycolic acid filament-meshed tube containing a sural vascular
pedicle and decellularized allogenic nerve basal lamellae implanted
by bone marrow derived mesenchymal stem cells. In this article,
we describe essential factors and their application to fabrication of
artificial nerve from the perspective of regenerative medicine.
Keywords: Allogenic basal lamellae; Artificial nerve; Bone Marrow
Derived-Mesenchymal Stem Cell (BMSC); Nerve conduit; Vascularity

Introduction
Artificial nerves developed from the concept of tubulation.
Tubulation is a phenomenon in which peripheral nerve fibers extend
through a tube-like material when the nerve stumps are joined to either
end of the material [1,2]. Williams et al., investigated the process of
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nerve regeneration through a tube [3]. In the first stage, a fibrin matrix
is formed between the stumps and the chamber space is filled with
neurochemical factors that facilitate axon regeneration. In the second
stage, capillaries extend into the fibrin matrix from the nerve stumps
at either end of the tube. Together with the capillary extension into the
fibrin matrix, Schwann cells also migrate into the fibrin matrix from
both nerve stumps followed by axon extension from the proximal
stumps.
Autologous nerve transplantation has been the gold standard for
repair of nerve injury involving an interstump gap. This maneuver
is associated with morbidity in the nerve donor sites and a limitation
of the amount of donor nerves. It has been reported that fewer axons
with smaller diameters regenerate for a shorter distance in tubulation
compared with an autologous nerve graft [4,5]. A significant advance
of tubulation aims to extend the distance across which axons can
regenerate and increase the number and diameter of the regenerated
axons. Toward achieving this goal, considerable research is being
conducted on stem cell transplantation around the world.

Creation of a Vessel-Containing Tube (VCT)
Silicone tubes were used as nerve guides in experimental studies
of peripheral nerve regeneration [1,6]. Nerve tissue regenerated
through a silicone tube is vascularized by capillaries that extend from
the nerve stumps joined to either end of the tube. However, capillary
extension from the nerve stumps is limited, which may restrict the
distance across which nerve fibers can regenerate. Several authors
have noted that the newly formed capillary wall is the direct target
of Schwann cell migration [7-10] or that a new capillary network is
formed before Schwann cell distribution in the process of formation
of Bunguner’s bands [11,12]. It is known that the maximum
interstump distance across which peripheral nerves can regenerate is
about 10 mm through a silicone tube using a rat sciatic nerve [6].
Several studies reported that addition of Vascular Endothelial Growth
Factor (VEGF) in intratubular transplantation led to vascularization
of the tubular lumen [12,13] or that the use of porous tubes allowed
capillaries to enter the chamber space [14]. However, the optimal
amount and timing of VEGF application to the tubular lumen is
unknown. Furthermore, the optimal size of the pores in the tubular
wall has not been defined. Previous authors reported that tubes having
pores that allowed 105 Da-particles to pass demonstrated better nerve
regeneration than those having pore sizes passing 106 Da-particles.
The pore size should be large enough to permit capillary infiltration
while preventing scar invasion into the tubular lumen.
We inserted a blood pedicle into a silicone tube to provide
vascularity within the tube. We made a Vessel-Containing Tube
(VCT) model using a rat hindlimb. A pedicled sural vascular bundle
was elevated from the lower leg, turned proximally and inserted
into a silicone tube through a longitudinal slit that was sealed with
silicone liquid after the insertion [15-17] (Figure 1). Gaps of 10 mm
in rat sciatic nerves were bridged using VCTs and simple empty
silicone tubes were used as a control. Nerve regeneration in VCTs
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was significantly greater than that seen in the empty silicone tubes
histomorphometrically and electrophysiologically at 12 weeks, but no
significant difference was found between the two types of tubes at
24 weeks [15]. The distance across which axons can regenerate was
extended up to 25 mm using VCTs in a rat sciatic nerve model [17].
Intrachamber vascularity promoted the rate of nerve regeneration
and extended the distance across which axons can regenerate [15-17]
but did not increase the axon diameters or total axon numbers in the
regenerated nerves in the VCTs [15].

Figure 1: Creation of a VCT.
A: A myocutaneous flap (c) vascularized by the sural vessels (b) was elevated from the posterior surface of the ankle.
B: The flap was turned proximally.
C: The sural vascular pedicle was inserted into a silicone tube (f). The
nerve stumps of the sciatic nerve (a) were joined to either end of the tube.
a) sciatic nerve; b) sural vessels; c) a myocutaneous monitor flap; d) tibial
nerve; e) peroneal nerve.

BMSC Transplantation in a VCT
In a rat sciatic nerve, VCTs can provide vascularity in the
intrachamber space even if the interstump gap extends more than
10 mm. The intratubular space is filled with neurochemical factors
that can drive stem cells to form glial cells. This indicates that a
VCT creates an environment where stem cells can survive with
blood supplied from the intratubular transplanted blood vessels and
differentiate into glial cells, which may facilitate nerve regeneration
through the tube [18,19].
Bone Marrow-Derived Mesenchymal Stem Cells (BMSCs) are
popular stem cells transplanted into the chamber of nerve conduits
to accelerate nerve regeneration. BMSCs transplanted in a tubular
lumen were reported to have several functions that facilitate nerve
regeneration within the conduit, such as homing ability [20-22],
production of neurotrophic factors [23-26], and differentiation into
Schwann cell-like cells [18,19,27-32].
A VCT model with a 15-mm interstump gap was created using a
Lewis rat sciatic nerve. BMSCs harvested from the femur and tibia
of Lewis rats were cultured in vivo for 6-7 passages. Ten million
BMSCs were then transplanted into the chamber of a VCT [18]. VCTs
with BMSC transplantation demonstrated an increased number and
diameter of regenerated axons compared with VCTs without BMSC
transplantation. The model also revealed that approximately 30% of
the transplanted BMSCs differentiated into glial cell marker-positive
cells [18]. Axons were shown to extend along the vascular bundle in
VCTs [15-18]. These results indicated that a sural vascular bundle
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inserted in a silicone tube acted as a nutrient supplier to cells including
transplanted BMSCs as well as a scaffold of axon regeneration
within the VCT. We also created a VCT model using a canine ulnar
nerve with a 30-mm interstump gap. Successful nerve regeneration
occurred through a silicone tube containing the ulnar vessels.
Electrophysiologic and histomorphometric studies demonstrated that
nerve regeneration through a VCT with a 30-mm interstump gap was
almost equal to that of a 30-mm autologous ulnar nerve segment 24
weeks after transplantation [19].
Schwann cell transplantation may be an option. However,
the cooperative and organized contribution of fibroblasts and
macrophages as well as Schwann cells is important in the process
of nerve regeneration in tubulation. We used immature BMSCs,
predicting that they would differentiate not only into Schwann
cells but also into fibroblasts, macrophages and some other cells,
depending on the environment in which they were transplanted. Tohill
et al., reported that BMSCs expressing glial cell markers promote
nerve regeneration [27]. In our pilot study, we compared the nerve
regeneration between VCTs seeded with immature BMSCs and those
with BMSCs having been differentiated to cells having neural cell
characteristics [27]. There were no significant differences between the
two tubes. Immature BMSCs might have differentiated into several
different cell types in the tubular lumen, which may promote nerve
regeneration.

Transplantation of Decellularized Allogenic Nerve
Lamellae in a VCT
When BMSCs were transplanted to the chamber, the transplanted
cells might have leaked from the nerve conduit from both ends of
the tube. The percentage of transplanted cells that remained in the
chamber is unknown.
We transplanted Decellularized Allogenic Nerve Basal Lamellae
(DABLs) [33] seeded with BMSCs along the sural vessel pedicle in
the VCT, expecting that the DABLs would retain the transplanted
BMSCs inside the tube as well as act as a scaffold for axon
regeneration.
Nerve regeneration within a VCT with a 20-mm interstump gap
containing BMSCs (3 × 106) and DABLs was significantly greater
than that containing DABLs without BMSCs and reached a similar
level to that of a 20-mm-long autologous nerve graft 24 weeks after
transplantation in rats (Figure 2). Successful nerve regeneration
across a 20-mm gap in a rat sciatic nerve corresponds to regeneration
across a 6-cm interstump gap in human or primate peripheral nerves
[34].
DABLs can be created using thermal [33], irradiation [35] or
chemical techniques [36-38]. We used thermally created DABLs
because of the ease of their creation. We found that a small amount of
genomic DNA (0.91-2.88 µg/mg) was retained in thermally created
DABLs, suggesting that thermally created DABL transplantation
opens the possibility of organism contamination.
We were also concerned about immunological rejection of the
DABLs because of residual DNA. DABLs were made from sciatic
nerves of Dark Agouti (DA) rats, which have major histocompatibility
mismatch with Lewis rats. We created three surgical groups bridging
a 20-mm-long sciatic nerve gap in Lewis rats, a VCT containing
Volume 7 • Issue 2 • 100068
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DABLs and BMSCs, a 20-mm-long fresh autologous nerve graft,
and a 20-mm-long fresh allogenic nerve graft (harvested from DA
rats). The number of CD8 positive cells remaining in the DABL
segments was almost equal to that found in fresh autologous nerve
segments and significantly smaller than that in fresh allogenic nerve
segments at 4 weeks after surgery [34]. This indicated that the DABL
transplantation was not associated with immunological rejection.
Immunostaining demonstrated retention of the extracellular matrix,
including the laminin within the DABLs [34]. We also showed
capillary infiltration into the DABLs from the transplanted sural
vessels by using Rat Endothelial Cell Antigen-1 (RECA-1) specific
immunostaining [34]. A VCT containing DABLs seeded with
BMSCs is thus considered to be an optimal nerve-inducing conduit
that retains the transplanted BMSCs, supplies vascularity to the
intratubular- transplanted BMSCs and nerve fibers, and provides the
nerve fibers with a scaffold containing extracellular matrix without
inducing immunological rejection during the transplantation. Nerve
regeneration through this guide tube bridging a 20-mm interstump
gap was similar in level to that in a 20-mm-long autologous nerve
graft. However, DABL transplantation opens the possibility of
organism contamination (Figure 3).

Figure 2: A) A VCT with DABLs seeded with BMSCs. B) The transplanted VCT with DABLs seeded with BMSCs. The yellow arrow indicates the
myocutaneous flap. The white arrow indicates a silicone tube. C) After the
transplanted surgery. The black arrow indicates the myocutaneous flap that
was used as a monitor of the sural vessel patency.

Figure 3: A transverse section taken from the most distal portion of the
nerve regenerated through a silicone tube containing DABLs and BMSCs,
which was transplanted to bridge a 20mm gap of rat sciatic nerve 24 weeks
ago.
Arrows indicated the sural vessel pedicle.
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Creation of a Biodegradable and Flexible Tube
having Capillary Infiltrating Capability
Next, our attention was focused on creation of a biodegradable
and flexible nerve conduit having capillary infiltration capability.
Peripheral nerve injuries often occur in hands and fingers where there
is thin subcutaneous tissue. The conduit should thus be biodegradable
and flexible. If the tube wall has capillary infiltration capability,
insertion of a vascular pedicle through the tubular lumen is not
needed. If the site of transplantation is well vascularized, the tube
may obtain vascularity from the surrounding tissue.
We were interested in a commercially available nerve induction
tube, Nerbridge® (Toyobo CO. LTD, Osaka, Japan) [39-41]. This
conduit is composed of an outer cylinder made of woven polyglycolic
acid (PGA) fibers, giving flexibility to the tube, and an inner core
made of collagen sponge. Nerbridge® is biodegradable and dissolves
after about 3 months in vivo. The outer cylinder is semipermeable and
passes particles less than 600 kDa, allowing capillaries to infiltrate
the cylinder and reach the tubular lumen (Brochure Nerbridge®
Version
1;
http://www.toyobo-global.com/news/pdf,2018/08/
press20180820atch.pdf). However, capillary invasion of the tubular
lumen is also associated with water permeability (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Right; a nerve induction tube “Nerbridge®” Toyobo Co. LTD,
Osaka, Japan. Left: a scanning electron microscope picture of “Nerbridge®”. a) The outer cylinder made of meshed PGA fibers. b) The inner
core made of collagen sponge. We used only the outer cylinder as a nerve
conduit in our study.

The role of a nerve conduit is to create an environment that
provides a space for fibrin matrix formation, accumulation of
neurochemical factors secreted from the nerve stumps, and axon
regeneration. Ideally, the intrachamber space should be completely
separated from the surrounding tissue. It is difficult to create a fibrin
matrix structure in the tubular lumen in a water-permeable tube,
especially with a long interstump gap. Neurochemical factors secreted
from the nerve stumps may also leak from the tubular lumen through
the tubular wall, resulting in poor nerve regeneration. In order to keep
the fibrin matrix within a water-permeable nerve conduit, something
that retains the fibrin matrix within the tubular lumen is necessary.
We hypothesized that the intratubular DABLs may also play a role in
retention of fibrin matrix in the space between the basal lamellae to
which the extracellular matrix is attached. We expect the DABLs to
act not only as a scaffold of nerve fiber regeneration but also to retain
the transplanted BMSCs and fibrin matrix inside the tubular lumen.

Nerve Regeneration in the Water-Permeable Tube
and our Future Research
We created a nerve conduit composed of the PGA meshed
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filaments (outer cylindrical part of Nerbridge®) containing thermally
created DABLs seeded with BMSCs and transplanted it to a 20mm gap in a rat sciatic nerve. This conduit demonstrated successful
nerve regeneration, which was almost equal to that of a 20-mm-long
autologous nerve graft. From the perspective of clinical application
of this conduit, chemically created DABLs would reduce the chance
of organism contamination compared with the thermally created ones
during the transplantation process [35-38]. We have recently created
DABLs using surfactants combined with irradiation and started
transplantation surgery. In the near future, we expect to report the
outcome of nerve regeneration through a PGA-meshed tube containing
chemically created DABLs seeded with BMSCs. We believe that this
might be an optimal substitute for autologous nerve graft in peripheral
nerve injury with an interstump gap (Figures 5 and 6).

BMSCs within the tube, and a scaffold for axon extension. However,
the use of DABLs poses a risk of organism contamination. The optimal
amount of transplanted BMSCs is not known. We demonstrated that
some transplanted BMSCs differentiated into cells with glial cell
markers in our nerve conduits. However, it is not known if the cells
demonstrating glial cell markers actually function to facilitate nerve
regeneration like normal Schwann cells.
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